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PROSE -

CHI LOREN'S STORY

Inch

Joe Veltman

There was once a very small caterpillar. He was handsome-not real
handsome, but handsome enough as far as callipitters go. But very
small. In fact, he was only an inch long, that's how small he was. And
worse than that, he didn't have a furry coat like many of his friends
did. So they teased him about only being a worm, and pretty soon got
to calling him Inch-worm; Inch for short. Still, Inch could hold his head
up high. In fact, he could do that better, and longer, and could reach
higher ·things, than even some of his bigger friends. It got to be so you
could tell how Inch was feeling, just by the way he walked. When he
was happy, of course, he walked with his head way up. And when he
was sad, he just sort of inched along, making sad O's.
That was the way Inch crawled most of the time. He often had the
feeling his friends were laughing at him, though he wasn't sure. One of
the favorite jokes of the other caterpillars went something like this;
"I nchme and Pinchme sat in a boat; Inchme fell out, so who was left?"
Then, the other, if he didn't catch on, would say, "Pinch me," and then
the first one would pinch him, and they'd all laugh. Except Inch. Inch
worried about poor I nchme, who fell out of the boat. So he crawled on
home, since it was almost suppertime anyway.

Every family has its favorite food, and for Inch's family, it was ivy.
They lived under a big ivy leaf, in a big garden, right by a big pond by a
big mansion. The nice thing about living under a leaf, is that whenever
you're hungry, you can take a bite of your house. His mother often
said, "Inch, you're eating us out of house and home!" Which was true,
so they had to move often.
Then one day a visitor arrived. It was Inch's Grandfather. Grandpa
was a sea-captain, and had been gone a long time. Just all of sudden
he sailed up and invited himself for lunch. Then he stayed for dinner
and overnight. And all next day he stayed. It began to look like
Grandpa was going to stay forever, which suited Inch just fine. Inch's
friends didn't make fun of him so much when they found out how
important his Grandpa was. And Grandpa showed them how to find the
very best leaves for boats, the kind that were just beginning to curl up;
and big flat leaves for sails. He told them how if they were sailing and
got hungry, what parts of the ship could be eaten without sinking. And
when he took big mouthfuls of ivy, it looked like he had a great green
beard.
Grandpa almost always walked with his head up, though he stooped
a little. But when he wasn't telling stories, he smoked a lot, and slept a
lot. One day he pulled his boat out of the water, curled up to sleep in
it, and stayed there. Pretty soon the leaf began to curl more and more,
all around him. Inch tried and tried to wake him before it trapped him,
but Grandpa just slept and slept; and sometimes in his dreams pulled
the leaf closer around himself, like a warm blanket. Finally, Inch knew
that he'd been afraid of had happened. Grandpa had died. Inch cried
and cried, and crawled under a rock to hide from everyone.
It was a long time later one day that Inch came home so late for
supper that it was almost dark. His mother said, "I have a surprise for
you Inch. We have a very special visitor. He can't come in, so you'll
have to go out to meet him."
Inch went out, but at first he didn't see anyone. Then he looked up
at a leaf high above, and there he saw a beautiful moth, perhaps not the
most beautiful, but still beautiful. When the voice spoke, it was young
and sounded like music so Inch couldn't understand a word, but he
knew it was Grandpa. In the last sunlight Inch could see that Grandpa
had a crown of feathers on his head. He looked otherwise the same,
except it seemed like the dried leaves had turned green again, and
grown into his back. And best of all, Grandpa had a new name, which
sounded strange and wonderful-Genus Geometrida. At last Grandpa
spread his wings and sailed away to the bright light in the mansion, and
Inch always held his head high afterwards.

a

A Natural Hero

Miriam Timmerman

None of the kids in the neighborhood ever talked much to Tommy,
mainly because he would never say anything back. We didn't dislike
him. It was just that he was different. He wasn't like my brother George
who was eight and the ringleader for all our games, but he wasn't like
freckly Jerry Robinson who always acted like a clown. Tommy didn't
put on airs, but he seemed rather masterful-like he always knew what
was happening and always understood. I remember once some of the
leaves from our bonfire flew on the grass and started it on fire. He just
took an old broom and swatted it right out. I guess we respected him in
a way. Sometimes kids would peek in the big picture window of his
house and watch him plunk on that crazy, yawning piano. Swaying over
the keyboard sure made him look important. He jiggled more than the
keys did. No one else could play the piano the way Tommy did.
It was summer and George, Jerry, and Jeff who lived in the bright
yellow house up the street and me all sat around under the cherry tree
trying to think of something to do.
"Let's play cowboys and Indians," said Jeff. He always wanted to
play cowboys and Indians because he had just gotten a new cowboy hat
and boots for his birthday.
"Too hot," grumbled George.
"Then what'II we do," asked Jerry. George looked slowly at each of
us and we knew he had some plan.
"Let's go to the sandpit," he said.
"But George, you know Mother said we couldn't go again since I
ripped my jeans and cut my leg sliding down the hill."
"Yeah, and I got sand burrs all on my blue shirt," put in Jerry.
"Well, do you want to go or don't you," demanded George.
"Sure, but if Mother saw us all walking down the street in that
direction she'd know where we were going."
Suddenly Jeff said, "We could ask Tommy."
We all looked at each other and smiled. "Right," said George, "if we
ask Tommy, Mom would never think we were going to the sandpit."

We asked Tommy out to play and headed towards the pit. We didn't
bother to tell him where we were going until we were halfway there.
Then he just nodded his head like the stick on his metronome and
sulked along behind us.
It was a hot day and by the time we got to the top of the pit
everyone was tired and sweaty. My brother George came out with the
idea that we al_l had but didn't dare say, "Hey, let's go into the pit and
see what the water is like."
We all shouted and scrambled down the steep bank. All that is
except Tommy. He just sat there staring like an old preacher or
something.
"Boy, what a goody-goody," I muttered to Jeff.
"Yea," he responded, "He thinks he's quite a pile."
"The water's terrific!" yelled George. "Feels good."
We splashed around having a ball, but after a while everyone was
cold so we played leapfrog and then hide-and-seek on the sand. Once in
a while one of us would holler up to Tommy to come down but he just
sat there like a dead turtle.
I had sand in my hair and down my neck and my clothes were still
damp when George said, "We'd better get home before our old lady has
the cops looking for us." We were in the middle of our game, but we
hollered for the other kids to come and we started crawling up the side
of the pit.
It was then that we heard Jerry bawling.
"Come on, you dunce," I yelled.
"I can't," moaned Jerry, "I'm stuck!"
The three of us slid back down again and ran over to see while
George scolded, "What d'ya mean stuck?" None of us were very
sympathetic. It was colder now and we were sick of hanging around.
When we saw Jerry we all stopped suddenly in surprise. He was waving
his arms frantically and wriggling like a worm while his feet seemed to
be swallowed up by the ground.
"What happened?" asked Jeff kind of shakily.
Jerry just cried while George whispered slowly as though he was
eating his words, "Quick-sand!"
My mouth dropped open while Jeff, wide-eyed asked, "What the
heck is that?"
"It sorta sucks ya up like a vacuum cleaner," he answered softly.
"Oh, what'II we do?" George moaned. Jerry and Jeff both started
blubbering and I could feel my eyes getting hot and full. George just
stood there staring, pulling his ear.

I don't know why Tommy came down or how he knew something
was wrong, but the minute we heard him order, "Stand back and stop
crying," we felt that everything would be all right. He pushed us all
aside and started talking real soft to Jerry, "Be quiet now and stop
squirmin', everything's gonna be all right." We watched him, anxiously
waiting. "Give me that stick over there," he commanded. George
quickly fetched it and solemnly handed it over. We all leaned foreward,
gaping, as he slowly pushed the stick under the sand to let the air in
around Jerry's feet. Then, the whining Jerry started to thrash his arms
again, but Tommy gently ordered, "Take it easy, and don't move."
Then he got on his knees and stretched the stick over to Jerry who held
on with all his might. Slowly, carefully, Tommy pulled the stick and
Jerry. "Don't let go, just relax. Don't cry," he kept on saying. The sand
sunk rapidly around Jerry's feet and faster and faster he slid loose.
Tommy, grunting, pulled him straight off the wet sand, until there he
was, shaking the way a wet poodle does, laughing ~nd crying and
hanging onto Tommy like a giant mudpie.
We all sighed and started shouting and making as though nothing had
happened-like it was just a big joke. But then we all became quiet. It
was real, real, still-the way it is during the long prayer in church. Then
Tommy said, "Come on we'd better go home." We all crawled slowly
up the side, but Jerry just huddled like a worn out dish rag on the
ground. "Hurry up," we urged, but he just sat there with all the wind
blown out of him. Tommy went back down the bank, pulled him on his
back and started climbing over again. He lugged Jerry piggy-back all the
way home while we slunk along behind, sheepishly, without talking
much.
When we got home Jerry's mother really bawled out Tommy. "What
in the world has happened to my dear little baby?" she scolded,
grabbing hold of Jerry. "What have you boys been doing all afternoon?
Well, Thomas, aren't you ashamed? Can't you watch these younger
boys at all? I expected more of you. Don't ever go bothering to play
with my son again." She slammed the door shut in Tommy's face, but
he didn't say a word.
That night I asked my mom, "Ma, why do some people do so much
without lettin' everyone know about it?"
"Oh," she said, "I suppose some people are naturally heroes."
I nodded and sat by myself on the front steps, thinking. I watched
Tommy across the street as he played his old Bach in front of the
picture ,~indow. "Yea," I said to myself, "Some people are just heroes,
I guess.

SONNET FOR FATHER

Sharon De Vries

I stand quietly in his study. All alone
With the musty smel I of leather and old men.
Again I see the vacant spot by the door ·
Where mother found him. And scattered there
His sermon lay undone upon the floor.
And yet al I else was in its proper placeThe tiger still was glowering from the wall,
And the grandfather's clock never stopped when he died.
Today the ground lies flat upon his grave,
And his widow's smile is another man's light.
The children sometimes speak his name, and say,
"Our father died when he was sixty-eight."
And now, standing here before your door,
I wonder father, would you ask for more?

OLD MR. DWIGHT LIVED NEXT DOOR

Sharon De Vries

Old Mr. Dwight lived nex:t- doo _ _ _ _ __
in a rocking chair
in a white house
with red roses brimming over
the fence and a flag pole that sang
staccato with the breeze
and the greenest mint
beneath the trees
you could reach through the fence.
Since they left with his wife
in the silent wagon
he abandoned the bulking brown
snail of a car
that crept
down the street
every week for groceries.
Now he traveled in his rocking chair
and only got up twice a day
for me
when I came to see
Mickey Mouse.

He'd shuffle an age
to let me in
and take another
to pull up my chair
drop in his own
and start it going with a jerk of his toe.
He measured the hour
that I was there
by the creak of his chair.
And every day we would know
it was done
when a smile would creep
round his absent stare
and he'd nod his head
and hum
while the whole world would chant
M-1-C see you real soon
K-E-Y why? because we like you
M-O-U-S-E.
Then he'd heave himself up
toward the door
and let me out.
At the fence I'd wave back
at his stare.

Visit Home

Hubert Van Toi

Dad and I
walked the Mud Creek
two miles away from mother;
past 1930 swimming holes
with toe-biting snappers
and bushes for hanging underwear.
Past beaver dams and slippery rock foot-bridges,
we walked with toilet-plunger feet
by the water. Then our feet were too big
and we went up to stamp them clean.
We looked down from up
into the miniature mud Grand Canyon.
Years of ruthless currents had slashed out patterns.
The undercut fences hung
dividing the air above the river in two.
Up the cross-woods and onto the trestle
he scrambled with chimpanzee skill
and then reached down to help me.
We walked the rails all the way to the highway
then climbed our way up the ditch
through thistles and wild plum bushes.
A Great Northern bent its whistle
as it railed through under us,
and we lay down, stretched flat on the viaduct
to feel the throb of pushed air bending the concrete;
112 cars with cattle and Pacific fruit.
Then it was gone, and we turned towards the red sun
and headed home down over the bridge
past dead cats along the road
and Hansen's old deserted farm house.
Walt, the truck driver, ground to a stop
and told us to hop in.
But I said, no,
we were too close to home.

Tracks
Hubert Van Toi

We walked through the winter grove
Laurie and I, making new tracks
in last night's snow
and falling, made angels on our backs.
Down by the green benches
where the duck pond's frozen over,
we watched a chipmunk
bragging to his lover.
The picnic table had birds
kicking the snow to piles.
Two jays few in across the field.
Grandfathers mailing letters chatted awhile.
On Hudson's sandlot basebal I field
we ran dizzy circles around
each other, and falling face first
licked the frosting off the ground.
Our tracks were new or so
we thought, until we found others,
a loosely knit red mitten
lying half in the snow.
l

A shiny tin disc on the hill;
dragging Laurie down in fun
I kicked back on the ice, shoved off
down the Dead Man's sled run.
We left the tin down there;
sore and bruised we walked home
up the hill pulling each other
straight back, not the way we'd come.

Interior Monologue

Joe Veltman

Enter the kitchen
with its sagging
ceiling the
dropping of time
the rain
has leaked
here so often the plasterboard
peels
at its seams with a urinal
stain not worth re pain
ting it has been recovered with
masking tape
by the refrigerator
the wall
paper is separating from
the wall
and un strati fying it
self but that is covered
over
with a chalk board for Memoranda
though the dust not chalk
is
the only
reminder
Enter
the living room
through the door
way there is no
door push
aside the plastic curtain
the wa I ls are covered with white
flowers of an unnatural age
yellowed by the smoke of an
emphy
semic
old
man
by
the gas heater long condemned
a hazard the wal Ipaper is
scratched as if
someone tried

to re move
the haze like
the museum
vandal who lets
the bright
canvas show
again there is the usual
Mona
Lisa on
textured cardboard smiling smugly
down on the scene
of a wedding
picture
and another on the wall having
the bride
as a girl in the stiff
family portrait
with her demented
father
the gauze lace re fracting
before the
picture
window
screen
illudes to the grain
of
a peeling
white
washed fence
beyond
the television
pictures on
nothing but no matter
it served its function while it helped
the old man
escape from the state
asylum he was
my father
in law we are all
under the law
we are ...
Pass
through the adolescent's room
come
leave him hugging his pillow
do not
distrub him
by flushing
the toilet
each is equipped at night
with a "chamber pot" lest we
disrupt his sleep with our
tinkling
the water in the bathroom
sink doesn't run
its in the kitchen
you wash your hands
I find
a two and a half inch cock roach
in the tub it scrambles
against
the white wall but gains
no hold

then disappears into the
drain I close the
stopper
after him
and run
the bath
to awaken
the mastur
bating boy
in the bath with me
is the crumb ling plaster of the
falling tiles
I stare past my
hot
cold
feet at the rotted
two
by fours that frame
the hole
in the wall
I close
my eyes to
imagine how it was
to be
my wife
sitting in this bath some years
ago
and how
it is at coming
back
I think of a father too depressed to affect
the world or too happy to
notice it
overlooking
perhaps
the embryonic
joy of bathing
boy
come
I shal I redress myself
use the amenities
and return to the living
room
where hangs a yellowed land
scape in oi I with an old house
the picture needs cleaning restoration
like everything else
but
beneath the frame the colors
are
too bright
the smoke has put things in
a truer light
white clouds white
road white house
are turned smog
and sunset golden mellow
like
paintings of the sinking city
here,
I pause on my way to the kitchen
to wash my hands ...

A Stormy Night Story

Joe Veltman

When Milton immaculately conceived
his universe it was like
an egg with an over-sized
air-sac that included half
of all, the rest was dense with
sulphur. So there was the half
of emptiness and the half
of heaviness, which were the
emptiness of heaven,
the heaviness of hell. In
the heaviness hung the earth
suspended by a cord like
a golden glob of yolk.
Old egg-head found his brain was
not as immaculate as
he'd conceived, for his universe held the germ because of
which it would in time be spoiled
rotten. And Milton knew
about spoling-his mind was
empty and his heart heavy
as he stood bemused and watched
a dark warmth settle on the
earth like a dove brooding over
the universe. The Knowledge grew
in wisdom and in stature,
grew until it filled the emptiness,
grew until it took up the heaviness,
grew until it burst its form until it
grew until it cracked
the universal shell that had held it
entombed.

Though now the she II is gone,
Milton was right about
its having been, for still
on stormy nights between
six and nine the earth turns
dark and then the lightningflash of purple-white
cracks the veil of night with a rushing might
of wind that thunders through
the portals of the years
with the resounding din
of peace for all
the Humpty Dumpties that fall
in service to their broken king, who has the secret
of mending with egg-white.

Twenty-Seven Yellow Flowers

John DeKorne

Twenty-seven yellow flowers
With thirteen petals each.
Seven hungry seagulls
Above a single beach.
Fifteen cries cut through the air
As children gaily play.
Enumerate and calculate:
What number is today?
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Untitled

Thea DeKoekkoek

Come Spring

Miriam Timmerman

Winter lay thick like a goose feather mattress,
Its down covering our steamed windowed fortress.
Jody and Laurie lay laughing, red-cheeked in firelight,
Home from sledding in pudding-thick snow and daring the frostbite.
And I carefree loved this long, sun-lost twilight
Watching Grandpa in the old wooden rocker.
He loved that old chair and scorned any other.
"No pussy footin' rocker is gonna make a softy outa me,"
He'd say of any chair soft and new. And I ·chuckled quietly.
He sat and smiled, back and forth, slowly, slowly.
"Come spring, Ben'II be home.
"Ben'II make this a farm worth seein'."
I shook my head as the tear-thick vision
of the hefty, sunbaked, good-time Ben
Working the farm with a furious energy,
A work I did not love and could not see,
Flickered in my mind.
"Come spring, Ben'II be home.
"Ben'II make this a farm worth seein'."
Jody and Laurie would stare a moment then
Back to their games. He was nothing to themJust a gruff, old, man with the rasping, winter wind
In his voice, grey and tired without a choice.
I would shake my head and when drooping eyelids
Heralded bedtime, I left slowly the old man rocking.
Sometime later I woke up listening,
Hoping the shuffling was some left-over dream, hoping.
But again the foot-fall sound rose through the ceiling.
And I shivering in worn-out pajama top
Cautiously tip-toed down the step,
Slowly inched open the door and there
Grandpa standing by" the window where
Face lit up with eager smiling
He confided to himself while time was wiling,
"Come spring, Ben'I I be home.
"Ben'II make this a farm worth seein'."
Slowly I turned from the door with sinking limb
And crying heart. Al I the times that I had told him,
Ben would never come home.
That spring wou Id never come for Grandpa.

The Janitor

Richard Prins

Like a prowler this head janitor comes
pawing out on our fine morning, still
suppressing half-formed imprecations for
the storm_, its outburst finally dying
on the shingles, scowling in the gutters.
He moves along the heavier shadows,
surprised that morning carries any light,
though grisly gray with whiskered after-rain
and burly clouds, he rubs his scrawl jowls
and looks askance at the dripping buildings.
Fondling the notion of fixing his broken
eaves that gather water for the spout
soon becomes again the absent-minded
stroking of the wet and sagging well-worn troughs
that conjure up again the schoolboy story
of the ancient Nile building up to
vanish with its silty silence in the sea
becomes the wistful lap of ocean waves
when gramma, gently rocking, used to
tell about the voyage to America, tell him
to the breast-warm click of a walnut chime clock,
and used to wander on in a softened brogue
while he unlocks the ancient chevy door
and slid onto granpa's chair, that monument
of worn horsehair and hand rubbed wood
whatever became of her family album
as he drives slowly leaking, to the spout.

Come Sunday

Jim Bratt

Obviously not
a case of perfection,
what with a face
that cracks with every smile,
breasts too small,
legs too thick.
Undoubtedly
some would tell her to put her clothes
back on.
But after all, her eyes
say that her hand
held mine
and meant it
and at this stage
of the old baseball game
that, ladies and gentlemen,
is not to be ignored.

Untitled

Thea DeKoekoek

It's funny now
that I think of you
the things I remember
are so strange
If I could see you
I would probably not
know you
I wonder what you think of me
I was so silly
but so were you
we finished laughing
and then started again
over some smal I thing
and it sticks in my mind
the way you smiled
and the way you cou Id
light matches with your fingernail
I wish you would tell
the story about the orphans
you lived with in Vietnam
not that it doesn't hurt me too
but if you listen to yourself
maybe you can see
why I need a God
who lives in heaven
and not just the man in you
This last was rrieant to hurt
not from me to you
but from a Father
You know of course
if I were to choose
I wou Id choose you

George

Patricia Lomans

Mother's decaying body
lies feet from where you
found your death.
Her wool has yet retained
the frozen moisture of
the past two seasons.
Her ribs and legs are
barely exposed:
white and dried.
The skull and jaw in
bleating posture
cry in your direction
hollow of sound or echo.
Shook loose, the backbone cracks,
wiggles and finally releases
to new erosion.

innocence
(winter falls, summer springs)

Tim Van Laar

before the herringbone and hounds-tooth wool
(the blanket sorrow whites the shadow ground)
before the canvas sky and burlap earth
(the death rug spreads beneath the sleeping wood)
before the sea smooth si Ik and leather love
(the sunwarm curtain hides the dancing tears)
we lived within the naked skin of dawn

SCULPTURED - ASSEMBLED
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Sidewalk Cafe-American Style
John Visser

Rock Forms at Melville Radar Station

John Visser

PROSE - SHORT STORY

Someone You'll Never Know

Sharon De Vries
The couple walked, almost naked in their swim gear, among the
Saturday swarms of people who had gathered like lemmings at the New
Jersey shore. They had to walk swiftly since the boardwalk was hot
against their bare feet. But although the sun was scorching, the ocean
was cold-so cold it turned the bathers blue and made their skin crawl
with goose bumps, and you could hear shocked screeches every time
someone had the nerve to plunge in. It was the past week of steady rain
that had made the water cold, and this Saturday was the first day in
July that the sun had really asserted itself and the sky was clear. So Gail
had said to her roommate that morning, "We're going to make hay
while the sun shines," and Renee groaned and rolled over.
Now Gail accepted the warmth of the sun upon her head as a
blessing, and grasping Earl's hand, looked about for the contempuous
stares of old ladies and truck drivers. She glanced at Earl and wondered
if he was conscious of that, too. Surely they were a study in contrasts.
His walk with the grand gestures and cocky swagger lightly mocked her
casual gaint. And her blond hair and fair skin against his black skin-his
coffee wasn't creamed by too many plantation owners- was an exercise
in absolute chiaroscuro. Walking like this together, she thought, our
bodies clash magnificently, like the white flash of his teeth and in his
eyes, jumping from his black face.
Earl glanced down at her, and his eyes and mouth shared in a
sparkling grin. He cuffed Gail on the chin and his arm lightly dropped
to her waist as he guided her toward the beach. They dropped down on
the crowded sand, and Gail turned her back to the fat breasty girl and
pimply Puerto Rican necking under an umbrella several feet from them.
They spent a splendid day at the beach, daring each other into the
water, and feeling the gasping cold clutch their hot bodies, and out
again, collapsing on their gritty towels. Earl rubbed a sun lotion on
Gail's back, and after he had convinced her that he too could burn, she
rubbed some on his, and secretly admired his wide shoulders and
protruding muscles. When Earl rolled over and caught her look, she
tried to look blank and ask for an ice cream cone. And as they walked
close together before the multitude of people on the beach, Gail threw
her head back and let the tingling reckless feeling surge through her.
She knew that feeling-the feeling of complete liberation that she was
discovering with her summer on the New York scene. If only the folks
back home could see her now-but no, she laughed to herself, I couldn't
bear to see them.
Earl was her final step to that liberation. Back home she wouldn't
ever have dreamed of dating Earl, even if he was 6'2", a football star,

and looked like an African Charles Atlas. But here things were
different. And after having been around for a month and seeing Earl
almost every day at work, Gail admitted to herself that she had been a
bit of a racist, and now reversed her previous opinion of black-white
marriages. Perhaps two mature people with full knowledge of what they
were doing could handle that sort of situation. She had come a long
way between her departure from Celeryville and that thought.

11.
"Hey man, you finally taking out that blond chick? Gonna civilize
her?"
"Yeah. I'm taking her out."
Yeah. Today.
"Around nine o'clock, baby?"
"Umm, fine."
Fine. Sure, she would say it that way. Not "groovey," "why not?"
or "maybe." That wasn't Gail's style. She wasn't from PS 91. No, she
was an educated blond Dutchman from Celeryville, Ohio.
"Oh no! You've got to be putting me on. There's really a place
call,t;d Celeryvill~?"
Yes. Really.
"Good Lord, child, I think I'd better take care of you."
Earl had looked forward to this Saturday at the shore for days now,
eagerly and anxiously-eagerly because all the days of idle flirtation
with Gail didn't exactly equal zero, and anxiously because it probably
would rain, like it had every day for the past week.
With a quick twist of his body he was out of bed and standing before
the bedroom mirror. It reflected back everything except his head-a
near perfect body with bulging muscles, except for the raised scar on
his thigh and the knee that was gradually turning into mush.
She was standing on the sidewalk in a blue dress with little flowers
all over it. Her bathing suit would probably have little flowers all over
it, too. She always looked like she had just bought her clothes, or
starched them. Earl wondered if she sweated. You couldn't tell-she
always smelled like lilac or lily of the valley.
This morning the smell was especially sweet and heavy in the hot air.
It hit Earl as soon as she jumped in the car and kept on coming back as
they'd stop and start on the crowded expressway.
"Baby, that's nice."
"What?"
"That smell-what is it?"
"Lilac. You really like it?"
"I'd better." Gail swatted at him and Earl drew her next to himself
with his free arm.
"That's better. Now you're loosening up." The feel of Gail's small
shoulder beneath his hand pleased him. She stayed close, and the air
was lilac.
"Earl, let's play a game."
"Yeah?"
''Sure-you know, a car game. Like 'License Plates.' "
"License plates."
"Umm. The New Jersey plates have three initials. You have to think
of a famous name or organization or something like that from the
initials. Like if you see IBM first, that's one point for you."
"Anything you say, baby. Okay, I've got one-FTA-on the
Volkswagon."

"FTA?" That's not anything-it has to be something well known."
"It is-figure it out-it's on just about every draft resistance poster. I
win, and here's our exit." Gail had a strange look on her face. She was a
queer one. Hopping one minute and serious the next. Robert had said,
"That's how it is with all those blue-eyed devils; you can't figure them
out."
"I don't know. There's something about her that really grabs me."
"Yeah, her ass."
"Man, you just ain't got no culture."
Her bathing suit was flowered. A flowered pink bikini cut low at her
breasts so you could see the weight of them as she walked. But it wasn't
like Gail was used to wearing next to nothing in front of a million
people. She faltered at the bathhouse door, and Earl watched her
looking for him in the mass of people, confused and uncertain, like
someone had stolen her clothes and she was left with only her
underwear.
"Baby, you're lookin' real fine."
"What? Oh-you mean my suit? Just an old one. Thanks."
They got their numbers from the dressing room attendant and
walked out on to the boardwalk and into the blinding sun. Earl felt
uncomfortable in the crush of people. There was something suicidal
about spending your Saturday in a Jersey shore mob. It was usually
even crowded in the water, so you felt like you were in an
over-populated school of fish. Besides, he couldn't swim and always had
to fight panic when the waves crashed against his shoulders. He had
once dreamed about drowning at the shore. There were people packed
in the ocean all around him, but they didn't notice him. They didn't see
him go down and come up and go down again three times, and he
couldn't yell because his lungs were filled with the awful salt water.
That was the terrible part-all those people and no one saw him drown.
Earl felt Gail at the end of his hand and looked down at her. She was
exuberant again. Funny chick, and he smiled at that. Because he knew
that was why she interested him. You never knew how she was going to
react to something. Uke she got excited about the craziest thingstraffic jams on the Henry Hudson Parkway, Delansey street, and, yes,
even Harlem.
"Girl, you're crazy. They even pull knives on me when I go there. I
haven't been back since the last time that happened."
"Oh Earl, you're overly sensitive to the situation there. You've
blown the whole thing up in your mind. No one so much as touched me
when I was there. I went to a Sunday evening service at the church's
mission and walked back to the subway. And here I am. No one even
touched me"
"They probably thought you were crazy. Or maybe that they were
crazy when they thol!ght they saw you. At night! God must protect the
innocent! But look, for God's sake, don't try it again."
They spent the whole afternoon at the beach. Gail was either
running, laughing, or talking every minute. Almost like she was afraid
to hold still. Earl tried to find her eyes, but the minute he thought he
had caught them, she seemed to escape again. It was like a game, and he
imagined she was playing, too. She would call it "Catch My Eyes-you
get one point for every second." They played it in the water, on the
beach, the towel, at the concession stand. By five o'clock he couldn't
have had more than five points.
"Gail, look at me."
"What? Okay."
"They're so blue."
"What're you talking about-got sun stroke or something?"

"Your eyes. You know, no one in our family has blue eyes. Not my
brother, neither one of my sisters. Probably because neither one of my
parents has blue eyes. Do you suppose that's why? They said in
biology, if both your parents have brovvn eyes, you'll end up having
them, too. That must be it."
She looked at him in that puzzled way. Like if she didn't answer the
question right, she'd lose the fifty dollars. And then she kind of laughed
and said, "Unhuh, that must be it. But really they're black. Your eyes I
mean."

111.
"What time is it?"
"Eight o'clock
"Umm."
"Well, maybe I'd better be going."
"Oh, you don't have to yet. You know next week I go back to dear
old Celeryville. Earl-Earl, I can hardly think about it. I feel like when
it's time to go, I won't. Like I'll move to a little dive in Greenwich and
not let anyone back home know where I am. They'll put my picture in
the Ce/eryvil/e Star-LOCAL GIRL MISSING IN NEW YORK CITYFAMILY FEARS FOUL PLAY. How can I go back? I've changed so
much. Knowing you Earl-that's done something for me. Did you know
you're the first Negro I've ever really known? There just aren't any in
Celeryville."
"Aren't any ... ?"
"Negroes. Everyone's white. Except the Mexicans in the summer."
"Oh. Must be tough to live in a place like that."
"Yes. Listen would you like to come in for awhile? It's still early."
"Well baby, I'd like to, but I promised Robert I'd pick him up from
work. It's been a long day."
Earl looked at her hard and Gail felt her cheeks on fire and the hot
moisture on her hands. Then he kissed her. It was so different than she
had thought it would be; his lips were too soft, he was too gentle. It
was too real.
She found her room and sat for an hour, dazed and confused.

IV.
When Gail had been home for a week, she knew she had to write
Earl the letter and tell him. No matter what happened. How could she
just go off to college and resume life like nothing had happened? So she
wrote him and told him that she knew now that she had loved him, and
loved him now. That day at the beach had been like heaven-it couldn't
end there.
But Earl didn't answer. Gail knew about the postal system in New
York, so she wrote again.
Earl didn't answer. And Gail couldn't understand. She remembered
his kiss-how could she forget. She worried now that he was ill, so she
sent him a letter by special delivery.
Five days later his letter was in the mail box. Gail brought it to her
room and locked the door.
Dear Gail,
I hate to say it butRemember that day at the shore? You hardly looked at
me the whole time. If I had drowned, you wouldn't have
seen me.
Earl
P.S. Do you sweat?

Ice Shot Cold

Miriam Timmerman

The cold light of dawn fell zigzag on her face through the half drawn
venetian blinds. Her eyelids fluttered and quickly closed as the
northwind air of her one-windowed room brushed her face. She tugged
up the crab grass green wool blanket and white crocheted bedspread
and tried to find some leftover sleep warmth in the pink cotton sheets.
These weren't like the others-clean, white, silky-soft and warm. She
sighed deeply as she remembered. Beautiful, beautiful days. She
laughed in a low, private way and she c·o uld feel the warm sand beneath
her body and the toasting afternoon sun playing on her back. The dull
muffled throb of the ocean waves throwipg themselves with all the
force and fury of their existence onto the ruthless, ungiving shore, and
sinking back slowly-crushed, and the lonesome wild call of the circling
gull echoed in her ear. And all the people were making happy: the
young couples smiling and stealing kisses and ... ; children throwing
sand into sandy hair making castles and tunnels and falling down and
laughing and ... ; she giggling, whispering, one with the others
because ...
"Margie! Margie! It's seven o'clock. Now you're home you better
think of work." She heard the high, piercing voice dart up to her from
the downstairs hall. She could see in her mind the short, flour-sack
shaped woman with black-rimmed chinese-slanted glasses and sleepflattened hair. That woman was always talking, always running from
this to that, and everytime she opened her mouth one could smell
goss_ip in the air.
"Yes, Mother," she answered in a no-feeling voice. "Yes, Mother,"
she muttered to herself. "Yes, always yes." She opened her eyes to the
too small room. Its yellowing white ceiling formed · a jigsaw puzzle of

cracks above her. If I were an artist, she thought, I'd draw them all on a
big canvas with black India Ink and call it "Morning Headache." Her
gaze traveled down the light green and yellow wallpaper and rested on
the disordered vanity spilling over with misplaced, just-unpacked
cosmetics. From there her eyes wandered past the narrow window with
·Cape Cod curtains to the over-stuffed three drawer dresser and the
open, half-filled closet. The colorless maple furniture received the sun
in a dull blank reflection.
Up, up, got to get up. Leisurely she flexed her mouth into a long,
high A-yawn, and slowly let her fingers creep up the pillow into a wide,
tingling stretch. She sat up and immediately slumped.
Morning. Another day. Time would never stop for happiness. She
leaned back on her elbows as thoughts rushed in and out of her
memory. The happy time seemd so short and the bad ones so long. She
remembered one childhood Easter morning when she, dressed in a new
yellow suit and white hat with daisies, fell in a big dark puddle with
mud and stale leaves and her father in a cymbol-loud voice scolded her
and spanked her in front of church. She saw clear as Saran Wrap the
time she proudly brought home the kiln-fired blue dish that she had
made and set it on the mantel and Mother said, "It doesn't look right in
the living room." And Father said, "Leave it. It will make a good ash
tray." But good days were there too. One time she had pinned the tail
right smack on the right spot on the donkey at Janie Simmon's tenth
Birthday party. And another time when walking in town she saw Fiji in
the pet shop window. She begged and begged her parents to let her have
him. Since he was a mixture of Spaniel, Chihuahua and a little bit of
everything else he didn't cost much and finally, finally they let her have
him if she promised to do all the dishes for the next three weeks. She
did. And he was worth even ten or twenty weeks of dish washing, but
that she kept to herself. And now the hours of the last two nights
visited her bright and clear, of when the night clerk looked inquiringly
at her gloved hand and his warm one and ...
"Margie! Margie!" The voice from downstairs was higher this time,
insistent like an unanswered telephone.
"Yes, Mother. Coming." She let each leg glide out from under the
covers to the floor and feeling the icepond cold grab at her feet she ran
to the closet. Another day and she must dress. Suddenly weariness like
an undertow dragged on her whole body. She didn't want to go outside,
to work, to red-checked table cloths, plastered smiles and time-of-day
prattle. She felt heavy and slow and mean as she tugged on her fading
beige dress. Wouldn't they be surprised if she came down in a miniskirt
and a tight low sweater. What, what would they say. She chuckled to
herself. Mother in her midknee dresses and father in his baggy
pants-they were closed, old and caught up in hay and manure or Alice
Lewis's new felt hat and Aunt Lilian's blond wig. Always the same,
church club on Monday nights and television the other du II dreary
evenings. Excitement and enthusiasm came to them like typing comes
to a duck. They never went out except once in a while on a Saturday
night to a Walt Disney movie. Almost impregnable was their little,
isolated cage and they were trying to chain her and make her satisfied
with it. What would they say. She sighed and started down the stairs.

She was halfway down before she heard them.
"I tell you Edith, we have to do something about that girl."
"I know Sid, but ... "
"I mean we gotta teach her good. Runnin' around like that and we
respectable."
"If we told her."
"If we told her. Gone for two nights and not a word."
"You know, Sid, maybe she didn't do it again. She just made a
mistake once, but she's got more sense now."
"That's a laugh. That girl gets more stupid and stubborn every day.
She's a connivin' little hussy who's pushed herself too far."
"Just because another ship came in you think the worst. She could
have been at asfriend's house."
"Could have been, sure. Just like I could have been walking on the
moon all night. Anyway the last time we heard mention of friends was
when she left high school."
"It's a shame. I don't understand. She used to have so many friends.
All the girls who used to come over to call for Margie."
"G iris. Well, I tell ya she weren't at no girl's house the last two
nights."
"But, maybe, Sid. She never talks much and maybe she has some
friends we don't know about."
"It's about time she started talkin'. I mean to find out where she's
been. Sittin' all day with a sour pout on her face, not sayin' a word."
"She's lonely."
"She don't do much in unfreezin' herself. If she'd look alive a bit.
When I was her age I was out havin' good clean fun, not this sneak
business. But I mean to teach her good this time. No daughter of mine
is gonna make my name dirt."
The girl heard and slowly kept on walking. Down, down-her head
and heart sinking with her steps. Bitterly.- Friends. They got swept by
three years ago when fries and hamburgers replaced pens and books.
Who do you meet in a dinky, two-bit restaurant. Her beige dress seemed
beiger and the miniskirt didn't cross her mind.
Fiji came bouncing towards her as she opened the kitchen door. She
hugged him and scratched his ear. Poor little pooch. The fur ruffled and
he wagged his tail furiously. She felt the friendly touch of his wet
tongue and the excited quivers of his little body against her. She
clucked her tongue and stroked him slowly.
"Will ya stop that fawning over the crazy mongrel and eat your
breakfast."
It was more of a command than a question. She gently put the dog
on the floor and turned to the table. "Coming. Sir," she added.
"Say good morning to your father dear," her mother prompted.
It was difficult. The words seemed to crawl towards her stomach
instead of her mouth. The seconds crawled by in a silence that ended
with the flat iron bang of her father's fist striking the table and the
sudden rattle of jolted dishes. "What's the matter girl? 'Fraid to open
your mouth. 'Fraid all the talk of the last two nights will come
spurting' out?
"Not to you."

"Not to me, eh? Ain't I fine enough for anything you got to say?
Well, I've clothed and fed ya for the last twenty years and when I want
you to talk you'll talk."
"Seventeen."
"What did you say?"
"Seventeen. I've been paying for the last three years for every ... "
"Don't lip off to me, girl. As long as you're livin' under my roof
you'll do as I say. Now, where have you been?"
Silence.
"I asked you a question, now answer. Where have you been?"
"Answer your father, Margie."
"Out."
"I know you've been out. Your bed wasn't slept in for two nights."
"Honey, we were so worried about you. I told daddy that I thought
we should call the police. But we didn't want to cause trouble either."
"Where were you and with who?"
"A friend." She laughed a dry little chuckle to herself. The words
echoed in her ear almost in a mocking sneer of revenge at being said in
vain.
"A friend. What kind of friend?" One of those two-cent bums
decked out in his little white cap?"
"He's not a two-cent bum. He's better than you. He was kind and we
talked."
"You did more than talk girl and I won't have it. It's time you
learned your lesson good. Trampin' around like asno good for nothin'
low class ... "
"Sid, don't ... "
"Don't what? Teach my daughter some respect? It's time she learn."
He got up angrily shaking the table so that the already soggy cereal sank
lower into the skimmed milk. He grabbed the old horse whip which the
girl remembered from other red welts, and the skin on her back pricked
icy cold.
"Sid, not too hard."
"Not too hard. I could beat her like she were a mule and she'd never
learn. But she got to be taught once and for all."
The girl sat bending over her untouched breakfast. She sat still like a
carved marble statue. The little dog yapped foolishly at her feet. He
seemed to sense something wrong and tried to bark it away as though it
were a cat. The father stared at her with steel blue eyes and then at the
dog. Long and hard his rigid look bore down like yellow glaring
headlights peering constantly though the darkness. "Look at her sittin'
like she were deaf and dumb with that lousy cur yellin' at her feet. I
should teach 'em both to be quiet." He stopped talking as a sudden idea
pulled back his lips in a cunning half sneer, half smile. His face set into
an opaque mask which couldn't hide the malice gleaming in his eyes. He
leaned back on his heels and flung out his arms in a careless
I-know-something-you-don't-know stretch. A low disguised laugh
escaped from his throat. He yawned and slowly ambled to the corner of
the kitchen by the door and gently, carefully, laid down the whip.
"Sid, have you changed your mind?"
"Yeah, I changed my mind." He grinned a not funny, evil grin and,

taking his time, buttoning a loosened button on his shirt, picking up a
tissue from the floor and placing it in the waste paper basket, he finally
made his way to the kitchen cupboard.
The mother busy scrubbing egg yoke off a breakfast plate said, "I'm
glad, Sid. I think that you're sometimes a trifle hard on the girl."
"Yeah." He reached the cupboard, opened it and gazed inside.
Leisurely he drew out the shinning single barrel shot gun and languidly
turned it over in his hands.
"Sid, what are you going to do?"
"Me? Nothin'."
"Oh, good. I thought for a minute there that perhaps, well ... Does
the gun need cleaning?"
"No." He gave her an awful sideways leer.
"But you said you weren't going to do anything."
"I'm not gonna, but she is." He jerked his head in the direction of
the small girl with mouse brown hair and make-up hid blemishes. Her
lip trembled and her bony nervous hands
The mother, busy scrubbing egg yoke off a breakfast plate, said,
"I'm glad, Sid. I
"What?" asked the mother.
"You heard me. She's gonna use it. It's time she learned but good.
Girl," he called. She moved her head slowly to the sound, her eyes
unseeing. "See that dog?" he demanded in his sergeant voice. Again her
head turned following the direction of his hard calloused finger to the
small brown dog yapping at her feet. She looked long at his fluffy fur
and slowly moved her hand down to pat it when her father's yell broke
out, "Kill it!" She froze like a person in suspended animation. "Did
you hear me, girl? Kill it!" He shoved the shot gun in her hands and
thrust his red flushed cheeks and black stubble chin close to hers
hissing. "Kill it."
Kill it. Kill it. Kill it. The words rang in her ear again and again. Why
kill it? It was so small, so warm, so friendly, so alone. She felt her
father's stale tobacco and coffee breath on her face and turned away.
"Look at me girl. When I tell ya to do something you do it." She felt
the gun pushed closer to her and the shove at her elbow. "Well, get up.
You ain't a cripple."
"Sid, that's going too ... "
"Shut up," he snarled. "She's gotta learn good this time." The girl
got up and swayed slightly. "What's the matter? Haven't you been
gettin' much sleep lately," he taunted. She looked but her face was
dumb without comprehension. He pushed her towards the door. The
little dog barked excitedly, ready for his morning walk. The girl went
out with the dog trailing at her heels.
"Sid, I don't want to interfere, but ... "
"Well, don't then. She gotta learn her lesson once and for all."
They heard the shot crisping the frost touched morning air, then
silence.
"She done it."
They heard a few yaps, then the lowing, whining sound like a baby
makes upon first realizing hunger. They turned and saw the crying dog
scratching plaintively at the kitchen door.

Puckey
Emma Flach

When I was a little girl about ten years old, I wanted a doll. Not just
a doll; I wanted a very special doll and desired it very, very much. I had
seen a picture of her in the catalogue which comes out every year
before Christmas. The picture showed a lovely cuddly baby doll which
was washable and could even drink. It looked like a very affectionate
doll, one which you could love just by looking at the picture. I used to
think when I looked at her that she could see me and was waiting for
me to become her mother. I showed my mother the picture and told
her that all I wanted for Christmas was this doll, and nothing else, no
nothing else I wanted. Each day as I returned home from school I
already looked forward to looking at the picture of 'my doll'!
It had a name too, Puckey the Brave. Silly, that I have never yet
forgotten this name. It still carries a sweet familiar sound with it. To me
Puckey seemed just as eager to become my child as I was to become her
mother. Worried that my mother would not really understand how
much I meant what I said, I made sure to repeat my story almost every
day to her. She told me it was an expensive doll. This I knew only too
well, but yet, I said if I had only this doll and nothing else it would not
cost much more than the total sum of smaller presents which I knew
my mother" usually gave to us. I told her I would rather have this doll
and nothing for my birthday later on in the year, as I thought to save
her money this way. She laughed but left me in the dark in regard to
my Puckey. But wanting Puckey so much and feeling that my mother
knew how much it meant to me, I grew more and more convinced that
I would get her. I was so sure that nothing in the world could make
anyone refuse me the doll, simply because I wanted it so much. In my
mind I already possessed the doll, only waiting to hold her in my own
hands, to see it and touch it.

As Christmas was getting closer and closer I grew more impatient al
the time. I was anxious, for, although I was sure to get Puckey, yet I
was slightly nervous to think of how great a moment it would be wher
I would hold her in my own arms. Vaguely in my mind lurked somE
dark doubts about really getting her. It almost seemed too good to bE
true, and I could not suppress the feeling that something might gc
wrong. However, I tried to forget my worries and anticipated Christma!
with deepening eagerness. Finally Christmas arrived. We children hac
been nervous for days, waiting for the gift opening. As we unwrappec
our presents I could feel my legs getting numb. I almost had her. Takin~
off the paper was a nerve-racking business, but more so was the fina
sight of my present. It was not my Puckey! It seemed at that momen1
as if no one else was around me. I forgot that my mother might bE
watching my face for a reaction. The doll was a rather skinny one, wit~
straight, long legs, a head with artificial hair and a dress which made thE
doll look like a little lady. It was not a baby doll. This doll was alread',
mature. Puckey had had dimpled chubby legs and round puffy cheeks. I
held the box in my hands, leaving the doll in it. Right there I despisec
the doll; I did not want to hold her. I had never asked for her and die
not want her now. Why, oh why could I not have had what I wantec
and had so specifically asked for? How happy I would have been then!
Now my heart was heavy and I felt my throat tightening up. My mothe1
was watching us, listening to our comments. I almost felt sorry for he1
and guilty for not being happy. I did not want to let her down. Had shE
seen my face as I unwrapped the present? I don't know. I thanked he1
for my present, and said I liked it. It was a good-looking doll, I said
and its dress was pretty, too. I did not want to appear ungrateful
Maybe my mother really could not afford Puckey, though I stil
remembered how I had told her to withhold my birthday present. ThE
rest of the evening I don't remember except that I felt ill at heart. I
never learned to love the doll. I was angry with her for having taken thE
place of my Puckey, whom I thought to be lonesome now. Yet I wa!
sorry too for this doll since she could not really help being what shE
was. I never played with her, but often put her aside with the dolls oi
rP.',' younger sister, so she would not feel so lonely. I could never lovE
her, but my sister at least tolerated the doll which I had never ever
given a name. I can still see her sitting lined up with about six othe1
dolls as my sister played school with them. My mother never saic
anything more about Puckey and neither did I. But the followin~
Christmas-not having asked for anything in particular-I receivec
Puckey. I was not prepared for it at all. Neither had I been lookin~
forward to getting her, and now I could feel no happiness about havin~
her. Moreover, I did not want her anymore. I was very much disturbed
for during the past year I had lost my appetite for playing with dolls.
Again I had to thank my mother, again to pretend that I wa!
pleased; it was tiring. Again I felt sorry, for my mother and for the doll ,
and care for the doll I could not. There had been a time that I wa!
ready for her; that time was gone. To have her presented too me noV\
only created frustration, impatience and disgust in me. The ways of lifE
are strange. Later I found that this event was only an introduction tc
disappointments to come. And yet I grew up despite of them. After all,
besides Puckey, there were too many things I cared for.

